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"Tiandu city?" 

 

Nanxiaoli explained: "Tiandu city is a big city more powerful than Qingxuan city. Among Tiandu City, the 

most famous is Juqu family!" 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, eyes a bright! 

 

Danxing of Juqu is just a member of Juqu family. During the evaluation of tiandian, he spoke for him, 

begged for mercy, and injured him. He never forgot 

 

Nanxiaoli said: "this Juqu Danxing is known as the goddess of Tianzhan. The reason lies in the oath she 

made. If someone who is no more than 100 years old defeats her, she will make a promise! 

 

Originally, Juqu Danxing had ancient armor and family fighting skills, and was almost invincible among 

his peers. However, not long ago, when he took part in the examination of tiandian, an accident 

occurred! 

 

Although, I don't know what the accident is, I heard that her armor was broken and is being repaired 

now. However, it takes time to repair it! 

 

At this time, someone came to challenge her. In fact, many people came to challenge her, but all of 

them were defeated by one person... " 

 

She also took a look at Lu Bing and said, "this man is a top demon, and has a lot to do with Lu Bing. His 

name is Lu Changfeng, and he is Lu Bing's cousin. 

 



And Lu Changfeng beat back those challengers, now, has personally boarded the capital city, will soon 

challenge Ju Qu Dan Xing! 

 

Hey, Juqu Danxing has lost its ancient armor. This battle must be very interesting. Ye Chen, are you 

interested in watching the battle with me? " 

 

She said, but she did not want to see a beautiful girl 

 

When ye Chen heard the speech, he coughed slightly, and his complexion was somewhat complicated 

 

He broke the ancient armor! 

 

At present, Juqu Danxing seems to be forced to make a commitment because of himself 

 

He nodded his head and said, "OK, I will go to the capital of this day, too." 

 

Lu Bing heard the speech and snorted coldly: "Mr. Ye, you don't have any idea about the Juqu Danxing, 

do you? I advise you to give up. Lu Changfeng's martial arts qualification is not ordinary. This time, Juqu 

Danxing is destined to become his woman! " 

 

Ye Chen laughs at will and ignores Lu Bing. 

 

At this time, Nanxiao glass suddenly stopped, looked at Ye Chen seriously and said, "Ye Chen, there is 

something I want to tell you!" 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

Nanxiaoli hesitated for a moment, but, soon, he said: "Ye Chen, at the beginning of meeting, I didn't tell 

you the truth. In fact, my name is not Xiaoli, but nanxiaoli! 

 

And my real identity is 



 

The daughter of the emperor in the South sky hall 

 

The voice fell, she looked at Ye Chen nervously! 

 

The reason why she said this is because she has already regarded Ye Chen as a friend, so she doesn't 

want to cheat Ye Chen. 

 

However, as the daughter of the emperor, she did not have many friends around her! 

 

Everyone has the same attitude towards her, respectful, submissive, polite, but 

 

But let her feel no emotion 

 

Although Ye Chen doesn't talk much and is a bit cold, whether it was before, she reminded herself of her 

choice, or later, she got Xiaojin for herself. All of these made her have a friendship with Ye Chen. 

 

It can be said that ye Chen is her first friend. She doesn't want Ye Chen to change her attitude towards 

her because of her identity 

 

Lu Bing, with a sneer on his face, said directly: "Mr. Ye, now you should understand how different the 

identities of yourself and Xiaoli are. I advise you to stay with Xiaoli, which will not do you any good. Even 

if my master finds out, you will have big trouble, which is far from affordable!" 

 

Ye Chen smelled the speech, but his eyes flashed. He said faintly: "so it is..." 

 

Say, ye Chen mouth corner raised a touch of bitter smile color. 

 

Now, he knows why Qin Ziwei left him in the tea room 

 



If there is anyone in the world who can count Ye Chen, I'm afraid it's Qin Ziwei. Even he didn't expect 

that all this was arranged by Qin Ziwei 

 

Obviously, Qin Ziwei knew that he would not deliberately approach the royal family of the five 

emperors, so she created such an opportunity. Perhaps, there was no accident in the world. There was 

an invisible hand behind all the coincidences. 

 

However, this time, ye Chen is a little embarrassed. How can he get along with Nanxiao glass? 

 

Although he didn't mean to get acquainted with nanxiaoli, all this was a certain arrangement. 

 

Seeing the embarrassed color on Ye Chen's face, Nanxiao glass's face changed. In his eyes, he seemed to 

be hurt 

 

Is it true that ye Chen, like those people, will change his attitude when he knows his identity? 

 

And Lu Bing is laughing, happy, the damn waste finally recognize the reality? 

 

You don't even have the qualification to compete with me! 

 

When ye Chen was a little tangled, Xuan Hanyu said: "Ye Chen, since you are not deliberately 

approaching her for the sake of interests, you should not be far away from her because of her origin. 

Otherwise, it would be against the original intention and unfair to nanxiaoli, isn't it?"Ye Chen smell 

speech, eyes flash, he does anything has only one truth, to the heart! 

 

Immediately, he nodded and said, "yes, I'm confused." 

 

But, want to come here also in Qin Lagerstroemia's calculation? 

 

He looked at some sad nanxiaoli and said with a smile, "what's the matter with you? Was bitten by Kim 

 



Nanxiao glass smell speech, slightly a Leng, immediately, exhibition Yan smile way: "small gold so good, 

just won't bite me!" 

 

She misunderstood, ye Chen is still the original Ye Chen! 

 

As soon as nanxiaoli finished, Xiaojin glanced at her and suddenly bit her hand with a mouth! 

 

Nanxiaoli exclaimed, but she was more happy with her smile. In her opinion, this is Xiaojin's 

performance of being close to her! 

 

Lu Bing, however, looked heavy and said to Ye Chen, "Mr. Ye, didn't you hear what I just said?" 

 

Ye Chen glanced at Lu Bing faintly and said, "I heard that, and then?" 

 

Lu Bing's pupil shrinks. He's going to be crazy! 

 

A mole ant is always a pair of do not put his Lu Bing in the eyes of the attitude, this kind of feeling, as if 

by ants into the body, powerful no place to use the feeling! 

 

Next, the three people had dinner in Qingxuan City, and after finishing, they went to the capital of 

heaven. 

 

…… 

 

In Tiandu City, there is a building with a rough style, but it occupies the most prosperous building in the 

city. 

 

This is where the Juqu family is! 

 

At the moment, in a wing room, a beautiful woman is sitting in the room with frowning brows. In front 

of her is a dignified middle-aged man with a beard. 



 

That woman a light gold long skirt, it is Ju Qu Dan Xing! 
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And the middle-aged man sitting in front of her is the master of Juqu family, juquyang! 

 

Ju Quyang was very fond of his daughter. However, at the moment, his face was full of displeasure. He 

looked at his daughter in front of him with a headache, and said with deep heart: 

 

"apricot, why are you so ignorant? Mr. Lu has defeated a number of challengers for you. It can be seen 

that he really likes you. But with his qualifications, background, potential and so on, what are you 

dissatisfied with? " 

 

Juqu Danxing said coldly: "I didn't ask him to do anything. Who did he defeat and what did I do? What if 

the qualifications are against the sky, the background is strong and the potential is infinite? I just don't 

like him. Hum, you have the ability to challenge me after my ancient armor is restored? Now, what kind 

of man is taking advantage of others? No matter how evil he is, I look down on him! " 

 

"You 

 

Ju Quyang's face flashed a touch of anger and said: "apricot, don't be a child. Do you know that Lu 

Changfeng will soon be invited to the nanxiaotian Temple if he gets the news for his father. Moreover, 

his future achievements are likely to surpass his cousin Lu Bing, and the Lu family will certainly be in a 

big mood! 

 

To tell you the truth, if you can marry Lu Changfeng, we can all be regarded as climbing up the Lu family! 

 

What's more, the rules are set by yourself. You didn't say that when your ancient armor was damaged, 

people were forbidden to challenge you. Now, how can you blame Lu Changfeng? 

 



Two days later, Lu Changfeng will come to Tiandu city. No matter what you think, you will fight for me! " 

 

Ju Quyang knows her daughter's character very well. She will keep her promise. If she is defeated by Lu 

Changfeng, she will marry Lu Changfeng even if she is not willing to! 

 

So, as long as you get on the challenge arena, everything will be settled! 

 

However, Juqu Danxing was cold hum: "I did not say that I could not challenge when my armor was 

damaged, but I did not say that I would agree to all challenges!" 

 

"Enough!" 

 

Ju Quyang finally couldn't bear it. He yelled: "Danxing, you've never refused anyone's challenge. If you 

refuse Lu Changfeng now, do you know what he will think? At that time, I'm afraid the whole Juqu family 

can't bear the consequences! 

 

Two days later, even for the sake of the family, you have to fight Lu Changfeng! " 

 

After saying that, Ju Qu Yang looks calm. He knows his daughter and knows that when it comes to this, 

Ju Qu Dan Xing should be about to compromise. 

 

But, this time, Ju Qu Dan Xing is out of his expectation! 

 

At the moment, Juqu Danxing actually stood up and said, "Dad! Don't push me any more! I I already 

have someone I like. Believe me, he's a thousand times better than Lu Changfeng, 10000 times better 

 

Hearing this, Ju Quyang became more angry. He yelled at Danxing of Juqu: "the boy named Ye Chen, 

who is more than 20 years old and has the strength to break through your ancient armor, has the 

cultivation of heaven and earth? Apricot, are you really a father? How can there be such a person in the 

world! 

 



Even if you don't want to fight against Lu Changfeng, even if you want to make it up, you can find a 

decent excuse! " 

 

From childhood to adulthood, Juqu Danxing is the Pearl of her eye. This is the first time that Ju Quyang 

scolds her so severely! 

 

But, even so, Ju Qu Dan Xing was still stubborn and said: "Dad, this is not an excuse, ye Chen is such a 

demon!" 

 

Ju canal Yang hears speech, the body is angry some tremble, what joke? If you want to break the ancient 

battle armor, you may not have enough real situation! 

 

In their twenties, or in the realm of heaven and earth, do they have such strength? 

 

Even the Arabian Nights are not so exaggerated! 

 

He looked at Ju Qu Dan Xing coldly and said, "you should reflect on yourself in the room! Don't leave this 

room until you think it out! " 

 

After that, he slammed the door directly and left Ju Qu Dan Xing alone, sitting in the room. 

 

There was a touch of sadness on Juqu Danxing's pretty face. He loved his father most. In front of 

interests, he was also like this 

 

All of a sudden, a burst of grievances came to her heart. She said bitterly: "Ye Chen, if it wasn't for you, I 

would not have been bullied by that Lu Changfeng!" 

 

However, at the thought of Ye Chen, her beautiful eyes are also emerging worried color, murmured: "do 

not know you now, how, the injury should have recovered?" 

 

…… 

 



Tianke tower is the top-grade hotel in Tiandu city. It is about 100 meters high. It is extremely gorgeous. 

In recent days, the news that Lu Changfeng wants to challenge Juqu Danxing has spread all over the 

Tianren area. Many martial artists in Tianren district have heard of the news and want to see the 

excitement. This is also a great event. 

 

Therefore, Tianke building also ushered in a lot of guests, people come and go, quite lively. 

 

At this time, the three figures entered the Tianke building and immediately attracted many people's 

eyes. 

 

The reason is very simple, because one of the three women in a blue dress, born beautiful! 

 

Most of the people who came to see the excitement were attracted by the appearance of Danxing in 

Juqu. They were all people who liked beautiful women. At this time, when they saw the green and 

astringent long skirt woman, they lost their consciousness in an instant!However, no one dares to really 

get close to this woman, because there is a handsome young man beside her 

 

This handsome young man is a true state, seven layers of heaven exist! 

 

However, what makes them a little strange is why there is a boy from heaven and earth, who mingles 

with these two people? 

 

In their opinion, the youth in heaven and earth is not worthy of traveling with the other two people! 

 

These three people, of course, are Nanxiao glass, ye Chen, and Lu Bing. 

 

At this time, Lu Bing came to the counter and said to the maid behind the counter: "three best rooms." 

 

Although, he disdains Ye Chen, but in front of Nanxiao glass, the Kung Fu on face still needs to be done. 

 



With a respectful smile, the maid took out three room cards and handed them to Lu Bing. She said with 

a smile, "this is the highest room card in our Tianke building. This room card has the effect of opening 

the entrance of Tianke forest. If you are free, you can go to tiankelin for a visit." 

 

When Lu Bing heard the speech, his eyes flashed: "Tianke forest? What is that? " 

 

The maid said with a smile: "tiankelin is a small space that the owner of Tianke building has spent a lot 

of money to open up. As you know, there is no natural beauty near Tiandu city. Therefore, in order to 

meet the needs of visitors to visit mountains and rivers, the landlord opened this Tianke forest. The 

scenery is very good. Of course, these are all prepared for the distinguished guests. 

 

Today, only you and two friends in Tianke building have chosen the top class room. It can be said that 

the guest forest has been chartered by the young master. " 

 

On hearing the speech, Lu Bing's eyes suddenly brightened, and a faint joy appeared in his eyes. He 

forced himself to calm down and said with a smile to the maid: "OK, thank you for reminding me." 

 

Say, then with Ye Chen two people, go up together. 

 

Ye Chen opens the door with his room card and enters the room. His eyes flash slightly! 

 

The top class room of the guest building is really extraordinary! 

 

It's not only very elegant, but also very beautiful! 

 

Immediately, ye Chen sat on the bed and began to practice. 

 

At this time, there was a knock outside the door. Then, a man's gentle voice rang out: "is it there, Mr. 

Ye?" 

 

This man is Lu Bing! 

 



Ye Chen raised a sneer at the corner of his mouth. At that time, Lu Bing heard the presence of Kelin in in 

front of the counter that day. Although it was well hidden, how could Lu Bing hide Ye Chen's eyes? 

 

He looked at Xiao Jin who was lying beside him and said with a smile, "Xiao Jin, this childe Lu is really 

anxious. He doesn't even want to wait for a moment. Is it going to start so soon?" 

 

In the depth of Ye Chen's pupil, a sudden explosion of a killing opportunity said: "in this case, I will 

accompany him to play well." 
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Then he stood up, opened the door, looked at Lu Bing and said with a smile, "Mr. Lu, how did you 

come?" 

 

Lu Bing changed her cold, even disgusted attitude at the moment, and said to Ye Chen sincerely: "Mr. 

Ye, I know that I have some problems with your attitude these days. It's my fault. Therefore, I want to 

apologize to you..." 

 

With that, he turned his wrist and took out a bag of very fragrant tea and said, "this is Qingxuan Lingcha. 

I heard that Mr. Ye and Xiao Li met in Qingxuan teahouse? So, why don't you and I have a cup of tea and 

talk about my apology to Mr. Ye? " 

 

Say, still affectionately patted Ye Chen shoulder, don't know, still think they are good friends for many 

years! 

 

Lu Bing looks at Ye Chen nervously for fear that ye Chen will refuse! 

 

Ye Chen, however, seemed to have no idea of anything. He said, "Mr. Lu wants to have tea with me. 

Naturally, I won't refuse." 

 

Lu Bing was excited when he heard the speech. However, on the surface, he was still elegant. He said 

faintly: "this Qingxuan spirit tea is suitable for tasting in the mountains and the taste is better. Just in 



time, the owner of the guest building opened up the guest forest that day. How about you and me 

drinking tea while playing in the forest?" 

 

The smile on Ye Chen's face is rich, finally cut into the topic? 

 

He knew very well that Lu Bing wanted to come to him for tea in order to take him into the guest forest 

of that day! 

 

Why enter Tianke forest? 

 

Hehe, find a place where there is no one to kill, isn't it? 

 

After all, he didn't want to expose himself in front of nanxiaoli! 

 

He looked at Ye Chen, on the surface of a calm, but in the heart is some uneasy up! 

 

If ye Chen doesn't agree, everything will fall short! 

 

At this time, ye Chen was also interested in me 

 

Lu Bing ha ha ha smile, but the eyeground kills machine already in crazy turn gush, the hand itches! 

 

He originally thought that ye Chen would be wary, and he would need some words and persuasion, but 

he didn't expect that ye Chen was not only a garbage, but also a fool! 

 

How could you believe his words so easily? 

 

Ha ha, Lu Bing is a little curious. How did ye Chen live to this day! 

 

Soon, Lu Bing and ye Chen went to the entrance of the guest forest that day. 



 

And just as they left the room, a dark golden figure suddenly darted out of the room. It was Xiaojin! 

 

Ye Chen has some accidents. Where is Xiao Jin going? 

 

However, he didn't care too much. Xiao Jin is very flexible and won't lose it. Moreover, he absorbs Yan 

xuan'er's aura of Tao and spirit. If ye Chen wants to, he can easily sense Xiaojin's position. 

 

They went on their way and soon came to a screen. 

 

The screen is very large, with a width of more than 100 meters. On the screen, a landscape map is 

drawn, surrounded by clouds, green mountains and flowing water, just like a paradise. 

 

However, what makes two people pay attention to most is the spatial fluctuation emitted from the 

screen! 

 

This screen is a rare treasure of space! 

 

Although not as good as the chart, the value is amazing! 

 

The joy in Lu Bing's eyes is more intense! 

 

He took out the gold card and waved it to the screen. At the next moment, a flash of light fell on the 

screen. The pictures on the screen were slightly hazy and twisted, and then a vague entrance appeared! 

 

Lu Bing looked at Ye Chen and said with a smile, "Mr. Ye, please." 

 

Ye Chen extremely random steps, then directly into the screen, see this scene, Lu Bing mouth smile, 

completely cruel up! 

 



After a while, ye Chen and Lu Bing came to another world! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the landscape around him, and his eyes flashed a touch of surprise. He had to say that 

the space created by the owner of the guest house was perfect, and there was hardly any artificial trace! 

 

However, this piece of beautiful scenery, now, but inexplicably scattered sent out a kind of cold, cool 

feeling! 

 

After arriving at this space, the land ice is finally not installed! 

 

He looked at Ye Chen coldly, and his killing intention bloomed. The invisible killing intention almost 

turned into substance, which affected the whole world! 

 

Just after they entered the screen, a figure flashed into front of the screen. 

 

The figure is extremely graceful. It looks like a beautiful girl! 

 

And this girl is holding a dark gold kitten, it is Nanxiao glass! 

 

She looked at the screen, and a thoughtful color appeared in her beautiful eyes and said, "how did ye 

Chen and Lu Bing run to such a place by themselves? What do you want to tell me, Kim 

 

With that, her eyes twinkled for a moment, and she had a bad feeling in her heart. She whispered, "in 

this case, I'll follow you up and have a look at it..." 

 

Then, on his chest, a necklace like a pearl sent out a confused five color light. In the light, the figure of 

Nanxiao glass was suddenly dim and transparent, and the next moment disappeared behind the 

screen.…… 

 

Ye Chen looked at Lu Bing, who was exposed to the murderous opportunity at the moment, and said 

faintly: "childe Lu, didn't you say you want to drink tea? What is this about? " 

 



Lu Bing heard the speech and laughed. He looked at Ye Chen as if he were looking at the ants on the 

ground and said, "ha ha, little boy like an ant, are you still dreaming? Not willing to face the reality? 

 

Do you think, in my capacity as Lu Bing, I will really apologize to ants like you and invite you to have tea? 

 

Hehe, no matter how delicious the spirit tea is, drinking it with mole ants will only make people sick? " 

 

With that, the temperature of the two people suddenly dropped below freezing point. Lu Bing's whole 

body was still in a real state. The breath of seven layers of sky was gradually surging. He looked at Ye 

Chen fiercely like a snake seeing its prey. He said: "damn boy, strength garbage, and ignorance. I'm going 

to lead you into this space and kill you, OK? 

 

No one will know if you die here. Don't you think it's a good place to be your graveyard? " 

 

Ye Chen coldly smiles, in the eye surges the intense war intention, Lu Bing is really very strong, but, 

wants to kill him? 

 

It's still a little bit short. 

 

And the existence of a true state of seven layers of heaven, also let Ye Chen, some eager to try! 

 

The strong man at this level is the best opponent to test his current combat power! 

 

And at the moment, the invisible Nanxiao glass, pretty face has been written with incredible color! 

 

Her pupils trembled and looked at the ferocious Lu Bing. It was hard to imagine that such a mean and 

cruel person was the existence of her friend, even her brother! 
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After all, Lu Bing can be said to have grown up with her. Although she has no love for Lu Bing, she still 

has friendship 

 

But now, she knew that Lu Bing's kindness, Lu Bing's gentleness and so on, were disguised! 

 

His real face is such a mean, deep-seated mean man! 

 

She can't breathe when she is betrayed! 

 

Ye Chen's spiritual power is surging in the meridians, and he is about to make a move. But suddenly, he 

seems to feel something 

 

Soon, the spiritual power in his body was calmed down. He looked at Lu Bing calmly and said, "Lu Bing, 

you brought me into this space. Maybe someone saw it on the road. If I die here, you are not afraid of 

nanxiaoli to know? 

 

You're not afraid. She sees through you? " 

 

On hearing this, Lu Bing burst out laughing and said, "what? Do you still expect nanxiaoli to come out to 

save you? Ha ha, don't dream, this is a different space, even if you want to spread spiritual message 

here, you can't do it! 

 

What's more, even if it's found out? You don't know, do you? Nanxiaoli looks like some ancient spirit. In 

fact, it is as simple as a pig. As long as there is no absolute evidence, I can easily fool her away! 

 

Ha ha, ye Chen, now, have you experienced the feeling of despair? " 

 

Lu Bing at the moment, the smile will grin to the ear root, too painful, comfortable! 

 

He has been thinking about how to torture Ye Chen all the way, so that ye Chen's life is better than 

death. Now, he can finally achieve his wish! 

 



But at this time, a very cold woman's voice sounded in Lu Bing's ear: "good, what a Lu Bing, originally, I 

am a pig like fool in your eyes? Ha ha, maybe, I'm really stupid. I didn't recognize you until today. " 

 

When Lu Bing heard the speech, the smile on his face solidified instantly. He couldn't believe it and 

looked in the direction of the voice. There, there appeared a figure of a woman whom he thought about 

day and night, but at this moment, he didn't want to see! 

 

Not nanxiaoli, who else! 

 

Nanxiao glass originally existed on the same level as Lu Bing. Although Nanxiao glass has just entered the 

seven layers of Huanzhen realm, it is also a super evil spirit. Its real strength is not under Lu Bing. Its 

secret skills are extremely brilliant. Even Lu Bing didn't find the existence of Nanxiao glass even under Lu 

Bing's carelessness! 

 

He is so stupid that his mind will collapse! 

 

Why did Nanxiao glass appear here? 

 

Did she hear what she said just now? 

 

Lu Bing wants to explain, but even he can't think of any excuse! 

 

Hundreds of years of camouflage, painstaking efforts, instant failure! 

 

This is totally unacceptable to him! 

 

Obviously he came to torture Ye Chen. How could it be that he was forced into the land of eternal 

destruction? 

 

Lu Bing's greatest pursuit in his life is to become a Taoist partner of Nanxiao glass, because that means 

his supreme position in the temple of heaven! 

 



Now, there's no hope 

 

It's worse than killing him! 

 

The reason why Ye Chen didn't choose to move is also because nanxiaoli understands the character of 

nanxiaoli. If he does, nanxiaoli will immediately stop Lu Bing for his safety. After exposing his existence, 

Lu Bing may use other excuses to cajole nanxiaoli! 

 

For the sake of nanxiaoli's consideration, ye Chen doesn't want her to be deceived by Lu Bing, so he 

chooses not to do so, but to let nanxiaoli recognize the true face of this person thoroughly! 

 

Ye Chen looked at Lu Bing, whose face was white and her brain almost stopped working. She said with a 

faint smile, "now, do you feel the feeling of despair?" 

 

When Lu Bing heard the speech, it almost broke out! 

 

His eyes instantly congested. For a moment, a crazy idea surged in his mind. Since he was seen through, 

he might as well kill Ye Chen and Nan Xiao Li together! 

 

Anyway, in this strange space, God doesn't know, doesn't it? 

 

Since he can't get it, no one else can get it! 

 

What's more, killing Nanxiao glass, he is still the gentle and elegant Lu Bing in front of Nanxiao emperor! 

 

However, soon, reason made him give up the choice 

 

It's not his conscience, but he knows very well that if he really fights between life and death, he may not 

have a ten percent chance to defeat nanxiaoli 

 



The most important thing is that nanxiaoli is protected by a strong man of Nanxiao tiandian. He can't 

compete with him in any case. Even at this moment, the strong one doesn't follow nanxiaoli into this 

strange space. Once there is a battle, the strong one will feel immediately. If he can't kill nanxiaoli, he 

will only die! 

 

So, Lu Bing, this time I can only recognize planting! 

 

He didn't speak. He looked at Ye Chen with a gloomy look. Then he left the space and disappeared. 

 

This time, Lu Bing hated Ye Chen thoroughly!Hate father more than kill! 

 

After Lu Bing left, nanxiaoli's frosty face quickly faded down. She lowered her head and went to Ye 

Chen's side. Xiaojin's body moved and jumped to Ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Xiaojin and shakes his head. Xiaojin's spirit is amazing. He knows that he will encounter 

danger and brings Nanxiao glass. 

 

However, the appearance of Nanxiao glass means that he lost a good opportunity to confirm his harvest 

in this period of time! 

 

Moreover, although he didn't do it just for the sake of nanxiaoli, it was a bit like avoiding the war 

 

This kind of feeling, ye Chen does not like, extremely does not like! 

 

Not only does Lu Bing want to kill him, he also wants to kill Lu Bing! 

 

Although, under the condition of his playing cards, it is estimated that he can only barely draw with Lu 

Bing, but this does not mean that there is no chance to kill Lu Bing! 

 

Because, he knows, Lu Bing wants to torture him and won't let him die easily. Therefore, he will be 

careless. This is the best chance to kill Lu Bing! 

 



Can, miss, next time fight again hard to say. 

 

Of course, he won't blame Xiaojin and nanxiaoli for this. 

 

Nanxiaoli said with a desolate look: "Ye Chen, fortunately you are here. If Lu Bing didn't kill you, I would 

be cheated by him all my life 

 

Even, I may marry him in the future. Although I have no feelings for him, my father is very optimistic 

about Lu Bing, and I have been much closer to him than strangers. If I don't meet someone I like, I may 

compromise and obey my father's arrangement one day... " 

 

This is not surprising. In fact, in the martial arts world, most of the marriages are arranged by parents. 

On the contrary, there are only a few of them who love each other! 

 

Because in the world of martial arts, strength is everything, and emotion is secondary. In this case, it is 

better to arrange by the elders. 
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"Well." 

 

Ye Chen casually should a way: "we also go back, I want to practice." 

 

Say, then oneself ground left this strange space. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's departure, Nan Xiao Li Yan was stunned. Her beautiful eyes faintly darkened and 

stamped her feet and said, "this This guy, seeing my girl so sad and sad, even gave a hum and left... " 

 

Ye Chen's attitude seems to have no interest in nanxiaoli and is too lazy to manage it 

 



Nanxiao glass is still the first time to be ignored like this! 

 

This kind of feeling is a blow to a girl, especially nanxiaoli, who has been a star studded girl since 

childhood 

 

She couldn't help but feel aggrieved and thought, "hum, I'm just worried about your safety when I enter 

this strange space. It's very nice of you to say no to me Is it that I'm in your heart, so disgusting to you... 

" 

 

Although Nanxiao glass is of noble birth and cold temperament, she is still a young girl whose mind will 

rise and fall because of some small things. 

 

In fact, it's just that Lu Xiaoye lost a chance to kill Lu Xiaobing. 

 

…… 

 

Two figures, appeared in front of the screen, it is Ye Chen and Nan Xiao Li, ye Chen walked to his door, 

looked back at the mood seems to be extremely low Nanxiao glass, eyes flash, he will be in the arms of 

small gold out, whispered: "Xiaojin, this sister is not in a good mood, tonight, you accompany her, let her 

happy." 

 

Xiaojin smell speech, it seems that some reluctant, but when it saw the look of Nanxiao glass, or gently 

jump, fell into the arms of Nanxiao glass. 

 

Nanxiao glass was stunned. Then, a bright smile appeared on her pretty face. It seems that ye Chen is 

not a complete wood, and he knows how to make himself happy 

 

I don't know why, but Nanxiao glass's heart is a little proud, feeling that his heart beat faster, and her 

pretty face turned red. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Nanxiao glass and looks a little strange, eh 

 



I didn't expect nanxiaoli to like Xiaojin to this extent, but let Xiaojin accompany her. She was so happy 

that her face turned red? 

 

When ye Chen is ready to enter the house, the South Xiao glass is opening a way: "Ye Chen, wait a 

minute." 

 

How to see the South leaf glass Chen 

 

Nanxiao glass stares at Ye Chen and asks, "Ye Chen, is your strength far beyond the realm?" 

 

This is just found by Nanxiao glass in a different space! 

 

When ye Chen is in a different space, she has a wonderful feeling when she is operating spiritual power. 

That It seems to be a threat! 

 

At that time, Nanxiao glass was shocked, ye Chen could let her feel the threat? 

 

Although, very vague, but also enough terrible ah! 

 

In addition, it can easily subdue the evil fire dragon cat that others can't even take out the most precious 

treasure, and it appears together with the existence of Qin Ziwei, etc 

 

If ye Chen is an ordinary existence of heaven and earth, Nanxiao glass does not believe it! 

 

Ye Chen was silent for a moment, nodded his head and said, "good." 

 

Nanxiao glass smell speech, smile, did not continue to ask Ye Chen's strength, this is the secret of the 

warrior. 

 

Then, the South Xiao glass took out a storage bag, threw it to Ye Chen and said, "ah, this is for you." 



 

"This is..." 

 

Ye Chen has some doubts. Then, he sweeps his mind. At the next moment, a touch of shock appears in 

his eyes and says: "Daojing And so much 

 

In this storage bag, there are twenty Daojing! 

 

Moreover, the quality is very high! 

 

This number is not small, even a lot of big families in Tianren domain will feel envious! 

 

You know, even in a big family, many children can only share one Daojing for cultivation 

 

Nanxiao glass some jubilant way: "you really know, ye Chen, with your strength should be able to 

swallow Dao Jing?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "it can be But, as far as I know, this crystal is very precious... " 

 

Nanxiao Glass said with a smile: "it's very precious to others, but not to me. Just in my hand, there are 

hundreds of Daojing. You can take it first and tell me when it's used up." 

 

In fact, these hundreds of Daojing and Nanxiao glass can all be given to Ye Chen. However, she is 

worried that if she gives too much, ye Chen will be hurt if she absorbs too much. 

 

After all, even if ye Chen's strength is excellent, it is the heaven and earth realm. In nanxiaoli's eyes, at 

most, it is comparable to the early stage of the real state. Perhaps, it is still a little reluctant for him to 

absorb Daojing. 

 

Ye Chen can't help but swallow a mouthful of saliva. Nanxiaoli is worthy of being the royal family of the 

five emperors and the daughter of emperor tiandian 



 

For others, Daojing, which is extremely precious, is like a stone on the ground in front of Nanxiao glass 

 

However, ye Chen still wants to refuse, but at this time, Nanxiao glass is a little witty: "you helped me a 

lot this time, I thank you for being reasonable, OK, I'll go back to my room to practice."Said, the body 

shape a flash, then directly left, did not give ye Chen the opportunity to refuse. 

 

At this time, xuanhanyu's voice rang out in Ye Chen's mind, and she said with a laugh: "Ye Chen, is it still 

good to be a little white face? Now, do you know why you can join tiandian directly by forming a Taoist 

partner with the royal family? " 

 

Ye Chen said with a wry smile: "if the Royal Taoist couple joined the tiandian, the Daojing in his hand 

could be said to be under the control of the tiandian. If the Royal Taoist couple can't join the tiandian, 

I'm afraid the Daojing will flow out..." 

 

For the royal family, Daojing is very easy to get. So, how can these royal families grudge Daojing in the 

face of their beloved? 

 

Can, five heaven hall can have today's status, completely because it monopolizes Daojing! 

 

It's not good news that Daojing is not under its control! 

 

You know, hundreds of Daojing may be the whole harvest of a large family who worked hard for the 

temple of heaven for several years. Nanxiaoli can give it to him at will. Moreover, this is only when the 

two are friends 

 

Therefore, it is not surprising that there is such a tradition. It is actually a kind of management to absorb 

the Royal Taoist couple into the temple of heaven. 

 

Even though ye Chen and nanxiaoli are close enough to join tiandian, even if they don't, nanxiaoli will 

continue to provide Ye Chen with Daojing. Nanxiao tiandian can only make ye Chen a disciple 

 

He has a wry smile on his face. Well, his present situation seems to be similar to the legendary soft food. 



 

However, ye Chen is not a hypocritical person. Immediately, he returns to the room and looks at the bag 

of Daojing. His eyes are slightly narrowed. If all these Daojing are absorbed by Xiaohei, to what extent 

will the chaotic flame rise? 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help looking forward to it! 
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Immediately, he took out a Daojing and directly began to swallow it! 

 

However, instead of refining the energy in Daojing, he poured it into the sleeping little black body in his 

body! 

 

At the next moment, the black light on Xiaohei's body surface suddenly became strong. Although he had 

not yet awakened, ye Chen obviously felt a sense of joy from the little black spirit! 

 

Time goes by. Soon, a Daojing is completely absorbed by Xiaohei. It's incredible to refine a Daojing at 

such a terrible speed! 

 

Those peerless monsters, even nanxiaoli, will be astonished if they know about it? 

 

However, for ye Chen, it is normal. 

 

The next day, he opened his eyes, his eyes burning with a black flame, his mouth raised a smile, which 

improved his satisfaction! 

 

One Daojing has raised his chaotic flame by about half a percent. Don't underestimate this half percent. 

It is an overall improvement in quality and quantity. In other words, after absorbing 20 Daojing crystals, 

it just makes the chaotic flame double! 

 



This result is already very good, to its strength promotion is huge! 

 

But at the same time, he felt that if the chaos flame was strengthened by twice, it might be advanced. 

After upgrading, if you want to improve again, you need to double the number of Daojing! 

 

At that time, even with the support of nanxiaoli, a little rich woman, he might not be able to meet his 

needs. Moreover, he would be embarrassed to take Daojing from nanxiaoli again. Isn't this really a small 

white face 

 

Therefore, we still need to join the temple of heaven. 

 

At this time, there was a knock outside the door, and Nanxiao glass's voice rang out: "Ye Chen, today is 

the day of the battle between Juqu Danxing and Lu Changfeng. Let's go and have a look!" 

 

Ye Chen's expression moves, the vision is somewhat complex, slowly stands up the body. 

 

…… 

 

In an incomparably spacious square, stands a huge statue carved from some kind of gem! 

 

This statue is hundreds of meters in size! 

 

What's more, the sculptor is very lifelike! 

 

Its carving, impressively is a kind of monster similar to the prairie wolf! 

 

This kind of wolf is a kind of monster in ancient times. It is said that the wolf is very warlike. Now, it has 

disappeared! 

 

Fear of wolves is also the totem of Juqu family! 



 

It is said that the people of Juqu family inherited the blood of wolf fearing! 

 

And this square is the martial arts field built by Ju Qu family! 

 

There is an incomparably exquisite battle platform made of precious metal similar to gold, which is 

several grades higher than the Tianjing battle platform that Juqu Danxing took out on that day! 

 

This Juqu fighting field is seldom used in weekdays, because not everyone is qualified to fight in this 

arena, so few people come here. 

 

Today, however, the Juqu martial arts arena is full of people! 

 

The auditorium around the arena is full of figures! 

 

Because today is Lu Changfeng's day to challenge Juqu Danxing! 

 

At the moment, Ju Quyang is sitting on the VIP seat near the golden battle platform, and his face is full 

of smiles. It seems to him that it is a blessing for Ju Qu Dan Xing to marry Lu Changfeng! 

 

Moreover, just yesterday, her daughter, as if enlightened, finally agreed to the battle! 

 

As long as Juqu Danxing is willing to fight with Lu Changfeng, it is basically a matter of certainty that Juqu 

Danxing becomes Lu Changfeng's woman. 

 

Juqu family can also hold Shanglu's thighs completely! 

 

Although the Juqu family seems to be developing well, its status in tiandian is far worse than that of the 

Lu family! 

 



At this time, Ju Qu Yang looked at the sun and said to Dan Xing of Ju Qu, who was silent beside him: 

"apricot, the auspicious time has come. Come on stage." 

 

Juqu Danxing did not say a word, his body moved, and he had fallen on the golden platform! 

 

People see Ju canal Dan apricot moment, it is unable to help the pupil shrinkage, a man's eyes are some 

blurred up, to sink! 

 

How beautiful! 

 

Ju Qu Dan apricot is really beautiful to the point of indescribable! 

 

However, it's strange that Danxing in Juqu is wearing a long black dress today. She looks very cold. It 

doesn't look like she's going to be a couple with Lu Changfeng 

 

In the eyes of all, the outcome of this battle is doomed. 

 

Well, Juqu Danxing should be dressed up a little bit, just suitable for this battle. 

 

After a while, those who have just stopped breathing in the direction of the Tianju channel are rolling 

away. 

 

I saw a figure almost in a flash, falling from the horizon on this golden platform. 

 

The coming one is a long sword in a gold robe, handsome and elegant, with long hair. At his waist, there 

is a long sword with an ancient shape and a faint savage smell. The scabbard is made of some kind of 

animal skin, on which there is a terrible smell of blood evil!This man's face, although elegant, but 

temperament is extremely fierce, a pair of Danfeng eyes, awe inspiring light flashing, looks, sharp! 

 

This is Lu Changfeng! 

 



At the moment of seeing Lu Changfeng, many soldiers on the scene gave out a cry of surprise! 

 

And sitting in the VIP room Ju Quyang is full of joy! 

 

Even Ju canal Dan apricot, beautiful eyes are flashing a touch of surprise! 

 

It's six layers! 

 

Lu Changfeng's breath is extremely concise, obviously, is relying on his own strength to break through, 

rather than pills these external forces! 

 

Such cultivation and strength, even if Juqu Danxing, with ancient armor can only be defeated? 

 

At the moment, a young man sitting in a corner of the audience, looking at Lu Changfeng, nodded his 

head and said, "progress is not small. Maybe, Changfeng has a chance to surpass me in the future." 

 

The speaker is Lu Bing. 

 

Although he and Lu Changfeng are not brothers, they have a good relationship. He doesn't want to miss 

this battle. 

 

Lu Changfeng's strength compared with his some gap, but, Lu Changfeng's age is more important! 

 

Lu Changfeng, who is only over 200 years old this year, is already in this realm. It can be said that his 

potential is invincible! 

 

This kind of qualification is enough to pass a hundred years' inspection. It is estimated that we will be 

able to join the Nanxiao Temple soon. 

 

Ju Qu Yang also said with a smile: "apricot, now, you have nothing to say?" 



 

At this time, another person appeared at Lu Changfeng's side. He said in white, his hands were on his 

back, and he looked very proud. On his thumb, he had a ring finger engraved with dragon pattern. 

 

After the youth appeared, the people present were even more thrilled! 

 

Because, this youth's breath is stronger than Lu Changfeng! 

 

At this time, Ju Quyang personally came to the battle platform and said with a smile to Lu Changfeng 

and the young man in white: "gentlemen, you are polite." 

 

Lu Changfeng didn't put on airs. He saluted Ju Qu Yang respectfully and said, "Changfeng has seen uncle 

Juqu." 

 

Said, he looked to Ju canal Dan apricot, in the eyes of the sharp moment into tenderness: "Dan apricot, 

long time no see." 
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Ju canal Yang, look more and more satisfied, and Ju canal Dan apricot is no response. 

 

Seeing Ju Qu Dan Xing's attitude, Lu Changfeng was not angry. 

 

The young man next to Lu Changfeng also slightly addressed Ju Quyang and said, "master of Juqu family, 

my name is Li cangming. I'm a disciple of Nanxiao tiandian. This time I came with Changfeng to represent 

my elder martial brother, Emperor's disciple, and also Changfeng's cousin, Mr. Lu Bing, to support 

Changfeng's scene." 

 

Everyone was shocked when they heard the speech! 

 



Tiandian disciple! 

 

He is a real disciple of tiandian! 

 

Joining tiandian is one of the dreams of all the martial arts in Tianren domain. Now, the real disciples of 

tiandian appear in front of you! 

 

What's more, what's more frightening to them is that Lu Changfeng's cousin is the emperor's disciple!? 

 

Emperor's disciple, it's a god like existence! 

 

The future of Lu Changfeng must be unlimited! 

 

Is the Juqu family going to soar into the sky? 

 

It's not impossible to become one of the big clubs in the future, right? 

 

Ju Qu Yang said with a smile: "thank you, Mr. Li. Please follow me to the VIP seat and watch the war." 

 

He is in a good mood. He has already checked Lu Changfeng's background. It is for this reason that he 

hopes that Juqu Danxing will marry Lu Changfeng! 

 

Because it's not nice to say that, with Lu Changfeng's future, even if Juqu Dan apricot conditions are 

extremely excellent, they may not really deserve to go to Lu Changfeng! 

 

This opportunity, once in a blue moon! 

 

Li Cang's name can be said in front of so many people in Tiandu City, which is undoubtedly to build 

momentum for his Juqu family. Ju Quyang is very satisfied. 

 



As soon as their bodies flashed, they left the stage 

 

soon, only Lu Changfeng and Juqu Danxing were left. 

 

Lu Changfeng stares at Juqu Danxing and smiles. It's hard to imagine that a person with such a sharp 

breath can show such a soft smile. It can be seen that he really likes Juqu Danxing. 

 

He said in a warm voice: "Danxing, I know you don't like me to take advantage of others' danger and 

challenge you after your ancient armor is broken. In fact, I didn't mean to. The only reason why I came 

to challenge you was that I knew my accomplishments would break through. I wanted to wait until your 

ancient armor was restored 

 

But as far as I know, it's very difficult to repair the ancient armor. It may take 100 years, maybe a 

thousand years. And I will go to the temple of heaven soon. Before that, I want to marry you, so I 

challenge you at this time. 

 

Dan Xing, can you accept such a challenge? " 

 

Everyone was silent. To tell the truth, they also felt that Lu Changfeng had the feeling of taking 

advantage of others' danger and was not willing to fight, but now they have nothing to say. 

 

Lu Changfeng is really a perfect demon! 

 

In the audience, ye Chen stares at Ju Qu Dan Xing, not knowing how she will answer. 

 

The next moment, Juqu Danxing finally had a reaction, she looked at Lu Changfeng, looked flat and 

nodded: "your challenge has no problem, I can accept it." 

 

This speech, Lu Changfeng, Lu Bing, Li Cang Ming, Ju Quyang and others all laughed, satisfied. 

 

Especially Ju Quyang, in his opinion, his daughter's heart knot has finally been untied, and finally realized 

how excellent Lu Changfeng is! 



 

However, Nanxiao glass, sitting next to Ye Chen, frowned slightly and said, "is it that Juqu Danxing really 

wants to accept this battle? Hum, I don't think Lu Changfeng is a good guy. He looks like Lu Bing very 

much. He must be a bad guy with different appearances! I hope Juqu Danxing will refuse him! " 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech and smiles. Nanxiaoli looks very cold, but in fact, she is completely girlish. If 

you hate a person, you will hate his friends. This kind of character is capricious and childish, but 

sometimes it is also lovely. 

 

At this time, Lu Changfeng said with a smile, "let's start fighting." 

 

He can't wait. 

 

From the moment he met Juqu Danxing, he had been longing for Juqu Danxing day and night. Now, he 

was able to hold the beauty home, and he didn't want to wait any longer. 

 

He wanted to immediately prove with the whole heaven and man that Ju Qu Dan Xing was his woman! 

 

Lu Changfeng's whole body is full of sword spirit. His sword in his hand utters a light song. A very fierce 

sword is intended to surge on the battle platform! 

 

Don't say to start, just this sword meaning makes Ju Qu Danxing pretty face pale! 

 

Lu Changfeng smiles and the victory is decided. 

 

Can, at this time, Ju canal Dan apricot is open a way: "wait a minute." 

 

Lu Changfeng was slightly stunned. Then he took up his sword spirit and laughed more gently. In his 

opinion, it was Juqu Danxing who knew he was invincible, so he had to admit defeat. 

 

People also have the same idea as Lu Changfeng, because there is no need to fight. 



 

Many men are a sigh, looking at Lu Changfeng envy to the extreme. 

 

The first one to defeat the goddess of Tianzhan will appear! 

 

"Lu Changfeng, I admit that I am not your opponent, even if I have ancient armor..."Lu Changfeng's smile 

grew stronger and stronger. He did not speak and waited. 

 

However, just when everyone thought that Ju Qu Dan Xing would admit defeat in the next sentence, she 

said coldly to Lu Changfeng: "however, even if you defeat me now, it's no use. You can't marry me at 

all!" 

 

As soon as this was said, all the people present showed their astonishment. In the VIP seat, Ju Quyang's 

face changed greatly. He slapped the table and yelled: "Danxing, what are you talking about?" 

 

And Lu Changfeng's smile also disappeared in an instant. His eyes quickly became overcast. What does 

Juqu Danxing mean? 

 

Turn him down? 

 

No one likes to be rejected by his beloved woman, especially in front of so many people! 

 

What's more, he has done perfect, can't find fault, Ju Qu Dan Xing's own vows are not observed? 

 

Is this a trick? 

 

It's impossible not to be angry! 

 

However, he was still forced to suppress his anger and said, "Danxing, why?" 

 



At the moment, Ju Qu Yang's heart suddenly surged up a very bad premonition, and said: "Danxing, 

stop! Fight with Mr. Lu! " 

 

Juqu Danxing did not pay any attention to Ju Quyang, but looked at Lu Changfeng and said, "Lu 

Changfeng, do you know who broke my ancient armor?" 

 

All of them were shocked when they heard the speech! 

 

They thought that the ancient armor was broken because of accidents, but now it seems that it was 

broken by people!? 

 

Now, things are interesting! 

 

Lu Changfeng's look also changed, but he still squeezed out two words from his teeth: "who is it?" 

 

Chuqu Danxing took a deep breath and said in a loud voice: "the man who broke my ancient armor and 

broke my family's fighting skills is Ye Chen. Therefore, he is the first man to defeat me. According to my 

oath, I am his woman. Therefore, Lu Changfeng, even if you defeat me now, it is useless!" 
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All the people in Tiandu city were shocked! 

 

It's true that someone defeated Juqu Danxing with ancient armor! 

 

Lu Changfeng's eyes instantly filled with a sense of obliteration, but he did not attack, but continued to 

ask: "Danxing, what you said is true? How old is the man? " 

 

If the age, more than Ju Qu Danxing 100 years old, even if beat her also useless! 

 



People, also very curious, how old is this man? 

 

However, no matter how evil, it is impossible to be more evil than Lu Changfeng? 

 

Ju Qu Dan apricot beautiful eyes flash, light way: "more than 20 years old." 

 

As soon as this speech was said, the whole Juqu martial arts field fell into a dead silence. 

 

The next moment 

 

"Ha ha ha ha ha ha!" 

 

Bursts of laughter, is burst out! 

 

Ju canal Dan apricot, this is in want to catch, deliberately hang a taste of Lu Changfeng? 

 

Tell such a lie? 

 

It's so fake that it doesn't look like a lie, but it's funny! 

 

In his twenties, he has the strength to break the ancient armor? 

 

What about the ghost? 

 

Dan looked at her, just like a woman, and then relaxed. 

 

He gently coughed and said, "Danxing, don't make a fool of yourself. If you don't want to fight, you can 

admit defeat. No one dares to make fun of you. There is no one who dares to laugh at you 

 



In his opinion, Ju Qu Dan Xing could not afford to lose such a lie. 

 

Lu Changfeng knows that Juqu Danxing is very proud. 

 

Can, Ju canal Dan apricot is shake head a way: "I did not make a fool of, what I say is true." 

 

At this time, Lu Changfeng began to have some fun. He continued to ask, "well, how is this man's 

cultivation?" 

 

Ju canal Dan Xing Road: "heaven and earth." 

 

This time it was a burst of laughter, burst out! 

 

Heaven and earth? 

 

Is this really not a comedy? 

 

It's so funny. Can heaven and earth break ancient armor? 

 

Why not say that the armor was bitten by the ants on the ground? 

 

Among the VIP seats, Li Cang Ming said with a smile: "Juqu master, Danxing girl really likes to make fun 

of." 

 

Ju Qu Yang's look was embarrassed and said, "well, it's my fault that I'm not strict in discipline." 

 

He felt ashamed of Juqu Danxing. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Changfeng didn't seem to be very angry. 



 

Lu Changfeng said with a smile, "Oh? Heaven and earth are in their twenties, but they have the strength 

to break through the ancient armor. This young master ye can be called an eternal evil spirit. Changfeng 

is ashamed of himself. However, I have never heard of this young master ye and Dan Xing. Can you tell 

me what achievements this young master Ye has made 

 

Well, Juqu Danxing wants to play, so play with her. 

 

Ju Qu Dan apricot beautiful eyes flash way: "he is the East emperor Tian Dian assessment, Yan Zhen 

domain first!" 

 

This speech, the laughter even louder, will shake the world! 

 

In Lu Changfeng's eyes, however, he said, "Dan Xing, are you still saying that you are not fooling 

around?" 

 

Ju Qu Dan apricot frowned: "how did I make a fool of myself?" 

 

Lu Changfeng said with a smile: "Danxing, as far as I know, in the examination of the emperor's tiandian, 

the first place in the Yanzhen realm is Li qianjue, the ancient Li family. Mr. Li and I are friends." 

 

At this time, in the audience, those martial artists from all over the Tianren area and Tiandu city looked 

at Ju Qu Dan Xing with great interest. 

 

Juqu Danxing was beaten in the face. 

 

He thought that he could make up something he didn't know. However, Lu Changfeng's friends were 

also elites among the elites. The news was very smart, and he saw through it all at once. 

 

Can, at the moment, the South sky glass is full of incredible color to look at the side of Ye Chen! 

 



Heaven and earth, more than 20 years old, strength beyond the realm, and, the name is the same, this 

can be said to be a coincidence? 

 

At this time, Juqu Danxing was a little excited: "Li qianjue also dare to claim to be the first? He is just a 

guy who is crushed by Ye Chen in all aspects! " 

 

She thought of Ye Chen in the assessment, suffered unfair treatment, can not help it! 

 

Clearly, ye Chen is the real first! 

 

When Lu Changfeng heard the speech, his look was also a little displeased. At this time, he would still 

mess around? 

 

He stares at Juqu Danxing, and his tone is somewhat cold and harsh: "Danxing, enough. Since you have 

to say that ye Chen broke your ancient armor, now tell me where he is? I, Lu Changfeng, will personally 

appreciate the strength of this ye Chen! " 

 

As soon as the words fell, his sword spirit suddenly broke out, covering the whole Juqu martial arts 

arena in an instant. The people in the field felt like they had come to the absolute cold hell, a hell 

composed of cold sharp swords! 

 

Lu Changfeng's Kendo is too terrible! 

 

Don't talk about the heaven and earth realm. The ordinary six layers of heaven are not his opponents? 

 

At the moment, Ju Qu Danxing was biting her lips and bleeding. In her heart, she was extremely 

aggrieved. It was clear that what she said was true, and that ye Chen was such a demon. Now, she has to 

be questioned and ridiculed by the public. Moreover, she can not show evidence!Because even she 

doesn't know where ye Chen is now! 

 

Lu Changfeng forced him to ask, "why don't you talk?" 

 



Ju Qu Dan apricot Jiao body trembled, silent for a long time, then replied: "I don't know..." 

 

This time, people completely believe that Ju Qu Dan Xing is lying. 

 

And Ju canal Yang, is directly facing Ju canal Dan apricot to shout: "Dan apricot! Don't be capricious any 

more! I will abide by my vow! Don't lose face to our Juqu family! What ye Chen? What are you in your 

twenties? What is the heaven and earth? Don't talk about such nonsense! Can such people exist? 

 

I'll tell you now, even if you don't want to, I'll make the decision for you today. As long as Mr. Lu defeats 

you, I'll allow the marriage! If you don't, you have to 

 

At this moment, Juqu Danxing was in despair and completely despair. The reason why she agreed to 

accept this battle was to explain everything. But even so, no one was willing to believe in herself? 

 

Water mist in her beautiful eyes dense, bursts of powerless feeling rushed into her heart, how she 

hoped, this moment, ye Chen can stand by her side! 

 

At this time, a familiar man's voice sounded behind the Ju Qu Dan Xing: "Dan Xing, I came late, you 

suffered." 

 

Juqu Danxing couldn't believe her ears. She thought she was hearing hallucinations. When she saw Lu 

Changfeng's shocked, angry and unbelievable eyes, she woke up and suddenly turned to look behind 

her. 

 

I saw, a look of indifference, he missed for a long time, the face appeared in the dream again and again, 

into the eyes! 

 

At this moment, Juqu Danxing almost subconsciously jumped into Ye Chen's arms! 

 

Hold tightly, as if unwilling to let go again! 

 

She resisted the urge to cry and said, "I've never been questioned by so many people. It's all you!" 



 

Ye Chen smiles, touched the head of Dan apricot of Ju canal, comfort way: "query? I'll break all doubts 

for you now. " 
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All the soldiers present were looking at this scene foolishly 

 

Did it really happen? 

 

and Ju Qu as like as two peas, the same is true. It is a heaven and earth, more than 20 year old youth! 

 

Moreover, the attitude of Juqu Danxing to Ye Chen is obviously not an ordinary relationship 

 

For a moment, people looked at Lu Changfeng with pity 

 

No matter how strong Ye Chen is, Lu Changfeng's green hat is probably already on his head! 

 

And Ju Quyang is also completely shocked! 

 

Did ye Chen really appear? It seems that Juqu Danxing didn't want to get married and made it up 

 

However, it is better not to appear! 

 

This so-called Ye Chen is really the same as what her daughter said. The waste is to the extreme, and 

there is no comparability with Lu Changfeng! 

 

Daughter, do you like this garbage? 



 

What else do you say, beyond the evil spirit of Lu Changfeng? 

 

Immediately, Ju Qu Yang was shouting: "Dan Xing! what are you doing? In public, don't you know 

whether men and women are given or not? " 

 

Ju Qu Dan apricot not only did not listen, but held it more tightly: "I am fulfilling my promise!" 

 

Ju Qu Yang smell speech, face thoroughly black, Dan Xing this girl is to be angry to death Lu Changfeng! 

 

Sure enough, at this moment, an extremely fierce killing intention broke out in an instant. At the 

moment of the outbreak, all the warriors seemed to see a sea of blood and stormed towards themselves 

to completely submerge the spirits! 

 

And the source of killing intention is Lu Changfeng! 

 

His whole body, green tendons straight jump, eyes bloodshot, no longer have the slightest elegance and 

demeanor, the whole person looks like a devil as terrible! 

 

Lu Changfeng is going to be mad! 

 

He moved his heart to Ju Qu Dan Xing. For the first time, however, he was wearing a green hat in public? 

 

What's more, he's wearing a green hat, or is he a worm less trash? 

 

It means that you are not as good as a waste of heaven and earth? 

 

When did Lu Changfeng suffer such humiliation!? 

 

And Lu Bing is also furious! 



 

His eyes are going to explode! 

 

Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen again! 

 

It's not enough to stir up his mother's love with Nanxiao glass. Do you want to rob the woman your 

cousin likes? 

 

You were born to rob them of the Lu family? 

 

A kind of inexplicable humiliation, frustration, boiling in Lu Bing's heart! 

 

By what? 

 

Why can a piece of rubbish take away their women? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Lu Changfeng and said to Juqu Danxing faintly: "Danxing, back down. Don't these 

people like to question? I'll shut them up now. " 

 

Hearing the words, Ju Qu Dan Xing nodded cleverly and retired from the battle platform. Seeing the 

obedience of Juqu Danxing to Ye Chen, Lu Changfeng felt that his heart was about to be ignited. 

 

He took a deep breath and looked at Ye Chen violently and said, "is it you who broke the ancient armor 

of Danxing?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "not bad." 

 

Lu Changfeng laughed. How dare you admit it? 



 

Lu Changfeng said: "boy, Juqu Danxing is my woman. Do you want to rob a woman with me? Oh, no 

more death? " 

 

Seeing ye Chen ignore himself, Lu Changfeng flashed a fierce look on his face and said, "well, I believe 

you, since you have broken the ancient armor, your strength must surpass everything? How about a 

fight between you and me? If you beat me, I'll give up the challenge. " 

 

At this time, Lu Bing's voice suddenly entered Lu Changfeng's mind and said, "Changfeng." 

 

"Brother Bing!" Lu Changfeng is a little surprised that brother Bing has come? 

 

Lu Bing said: "Changfeng, this boy is damned, and I have a festival. I will kill him directly in a short time." 

 

Hearing this, Lu Changfeng said with a cruel smile: "brother Bing, don't worry. I'm going to do the same 

without you reminding me!" 

 

At the same time, he looked at Ye Chen and sighed. Although the waste is useless, the ability to offend 

people can be regarded as invincible. Even brother Bing is offended? 

 

Who will die if he doesn't die? 

 

At this time, everyone is staring at Ye Chen. No one thinks that ye Chen dares to accept the challenge. 

What's the difference between that and suicide? 

 

However, ye Chen is light way: "can." 

 

For a moment, the crowd shook their heads. In their eyes, the boy was pretending to be addicted. It is 

estimated that Ju Qu Dan Xing was interested in floating, right? 

 

There's something right away. He regrets it! 



 

Lu Changfeng's face suddenly became ferocious, like a bloodthirsty Shura. In a moment, his sword in his 

hand suddenly came out of his body. The sword looked very old. On the body of the sword, it was 

covered with blood. At the moment of his leaving the body, a roar of beast reverberated on the fighting 

field of Juqu! 

 

On the scabbard, there was a frenzy of bloody evil spirits. Countless corpses of huge animals were 

surging on the battle platform. On the long sword, an extremely evil breath broke out. The breath alone 

would devour all the souls of the people!Lu Changfeng holds the evil sword, his pupil shrinks, and his 

body's infinite spiritual power rushes through the meridians like a strong wind. It seems that the hard 

and incomparable battle platform is actually a crack in the road under Lu Changfeng's feet! 

 

A burst of indescribable spirit of death gushed out from Lu Changfeng's body and the evil sword in his 

hand! 

 

At the moment, Lu Changfeng looks like an ancient evil god harvesting life! 

 

Nanxiaoli is nervous for a moment. She stands up from her seat and wants to stop her. Lu Changfeng's 

strength is too strong. It's estimated that no one can compete with her in six layers of Zhenjing! 

 

Although, Nanxiao glass knows that ye Chen's strength is beyond his imagination, but it is impossible to 

go against the weather to this extent, right? 

 

Therefore, she felt that ye Chen's life was in danger to Shanglu Changfeng! 

 

Can, she has not moved, the ear will think of an old, hoarse voice: "small glass, don't worry, he will be 

OK." 

 

"Cloud old, do you want to help Ye Chen?" 

 

Yunlao is the old man who protects nanxiaoli. 

 



Cloud old light way: "he does not need my protection, you and look at is, this boy may be unexpected to 

you." 

 

Nanxiao Li can't help but look forward to it. She doesn't move because she believes that even if there is 

something wrong with yunlao, he can do it. 

 

At this time, Lu Changfeng moved! 

 

On the evil sword, there was a great deal of stillness. It seemed that there were hundreds of millions of 

creatures crying at the same time. The sky was all dark. Lu Changfeng murmured: "evil heaven will kill 

the sword!" 

 

Lu Bing's eyes suddenly brightened! 

 

Evil sky Jue death sword, the top martial art of Lu family, has Changfeng practiced it? 

 

It's no wonder that the sword handed down by the elder clan will be used by the beast! 

 

Hehe, this boy is dead. 

 

Moreover, the death will be extremely miserable. The characteristic of the evil sky Jue death sword is 

that it makes people die extremely painful. 

 

Just right, this is the end of Ye Chen's waste. 

 

This sword is very frightening. A dead grey sword turns into a dead grey devil dragon and roars at Ye 

Chen. The space of heaven and man is extremely stable. However, under the power of the evil heaven 

Jue death sword, there are still cracks in the way of Taoism, and countless warriors on the scene are 

frightened and have to kneel down! 

 

This evil sky JueJie sword is so terrible that a trace of sword spirit can kill them! 

Chapter 4950 



 

 

 

Lu Changfeng is too strong! 

 

Lu Xiaowu is not far away from the reputation of Lu Xiaowu, but he is not far away from his reputation! 

 

And Ju Quyang sneers and sneers again. Looking at Ye Chen's disdainful color, he still surpasses Lu 

Changfeng? 

 

Almost everyone thought Ye Chen was going to be killed by seconds. 

 

Ye Chen, let's go. 

 

However, he didn't use boxing, soul skills, martial arts skills, Hongmeng big star sky, physical strength 

and so on. 

 

What did ye Chen use to face this sword? 

 

He used the fire. 

 

Yes, it's fire. 

 

In the past, ye Chen also used fire, but it was in the form of internal refining fire to perform the formula 

of burning blood. 

 

This time, ye Chen put the fire out. 

 

He was also a little curious. After xuan'er became the fire of Daoling spirit, how powerful was the flame? 

 



In a flash, a golden and silver flame broke out in front of Ye Chen, rolling and rolling into the shape of a 

fire phoenix. With a clear sound, it flew towards the evil dragon sword! 

 

Incomparably blazing high temperature, instantly ignited the whole Tiandu city! 

 

People in Tiandu city feel as if they were sent into the furnace in an instant! 

 

Some weak people feel that their bodies are going to melt! 

 

However, ye Chen didn't let Yan xuan'er do her best. After all, although some people may not recognize 

the fire of Daoling spirit, it's better not to expose it. 

 

In the twinkling of an eye, the fire phoenix that ye Chen releases, and that evil dragon collide in a place! 

 

Before they could react, they heard a loud bang in their ears! 

 

An incomparably grand flame flower blooms in front of you! 

 

And then, everything goes to nothingness 

 

It's a gold battle platform. At the moment, it's almost melted. The moisture in the air evaporates 

completely, and the breath of burst fire remains 

 

But the evil dragon and Fire Phoenix, however, disappeared at the same time! 

 

For a moment, silence! 

 

Silence beyond description! 

 

Can't you? 



 

Everyone's brain is short circuited 

 

Is Ye Chen really equal to Lu Changfeng? 

 

A world of heaven and earth, a young man in his twenties, and Lu Changfeng? 

 

Their original query, ridicule and joke to Juqu Danxing turned into shame to themselves! 

 

The faces of the onlookers turned red in an instant, hoping to find a hole in the ground! 

 

What Ju Qu Dan Xing said is true! 

 

It's the frog in the bottom of the well! 

 

Lu Changfeng is even more stupid 

 

Evil sky Jue die sword, but he is almost the strongest move 

 

It's gone? 

 

Moreover, ye Chen seems to have no effort at all! 

 

At the next moment, Lu Changfeng was completely crazy. He yelled: "boy, don't think that you can keep 

going by using any cards. The gap of strength can't be made up. Give me a kill!" 

 

When people heard this, their faces suddenly appeared. Lu Changfeng was right. Obviously, the flame 

was not a conventional means. Ye Chen could only use it once! 

 



This, can't prove his strength, how rebellious! 

 

At the moment, Lu Changfeng is another sword! 

 

It seems that the evil dragon is more violent, and this sword is more powerful! 

 

People are staring at Ye Chen, do not know if he will use the flame! 

 

But at this time, ye Chen moved! 

 

There was no more fire, but there was a black flame on my body, and I punched the dragon! 

 

People's heart a loose, sure enough, just that flame is the card, almost was deceived. 

 

The boy has no real strength. After the flame is gone, he can only bombard the evil dragon with his fist? 

 

It's not death. What is it? 

 

This evil dragon seems to swallow the sky. What about ye Chen's fist? 

 

Does it look like a dying demon bear is struggling? 

 

Without comparability, there is no doubt that you will die! 

 

However, these people also suddenly understand why Juqu Danxing was cheated by Ye Chen, even they 

were almost cheated! 

 

In fact, there is also a very special kind of warrior in the heaven and man domain. These warriors fight by 

the backhand of the base card, which can produce far beyond the realm of combat power 



 

However, it is not the real strength, so these people, also fraudsters, will rely on these backhand, 

disguised as evil, strong! 

 

Ye Chen is obviously one of them. Unfortunately, it will be exposed! 

 

Even nanxiaoli was nervous. At this time, ye Chen's fist collided with the evil dragon's sword spirit! 

 

Lu Bing and Lu Changfeng have a look of ridicule at the same time. In their opinion, ye Chen, who lost 

the flame, is just a common garbage in the heaven and earth. Can he still resist this sword?you must be 

dreaming! 

 

They seem to have seen the scene of Ye Chen being pierced by dead air, rotten all over, and dying of 

pain! 

 

At the moment, if we say, who is still indifferent, it is Juqu Danxing. 

 

It's not that she doesn't care about ye Chen, but the black flame on Ye Chen's fist. She is very familiar 

with it. She once appeared when ye Chen broke her ancient armor! 

 

Therefore, Juqu Danxing is very clear that this fist is not as simple as on the surface! 

 

In this moment! 

 

Time, seems to be stagnant! 

 

Between heaven and earth, every molecule seems to be frozen, but the pupil of everyone is slowly 

enlarging! 

 

In my eyes, there is a look of extreme horror! 

 



I saw that the seemingly majestic dead dragon was destroyed by Ye Chen's fist! 

 

And it's not over! 

 

It is not only the destruction of the evil dragon, but also the ancient sword that sends out the sword 

spirit. It seems that Lu Changfeng is suffering from the extremely terrible power. The look on Lu 

Changfeng's face changes from expectation, pleasure, ridicule to horror! 

 

He felt the bones of his hands crumbling! 

 

In a millionth of a second, crazy fragmentation! 

 

"Ah 

 

Lu Changfeng let out a scream and a roar. His bones were broken, and a burst of blood mist burst out of 

his body. The whole man also flew backward and fell heavily on the battle platform. The hand holding 

the sword was bloody and twisted into an extremely terrible appearance. It was completely abandoned! 

 

Unable to breathe 

 

I really can't breathe. The spirit is numb 

 

As if, being hit by tens of thousands of thunder and lightning at the same time 

 

Ye Chen's seemingly random punch actually directly suppressed Lu Changfeng? 

 

Moreover, they can see that if ye Chen wants Lu Changfeng's life, Lu Changfeng is already a dead man 

now! 

 

Ye Chen raised his head, and his eyes slowly swept over the present martial artists. Those who ridiculed 

and questioned Ju Qu Dan Xing all trembled and lowered their heads in a panic! 



 

Ye Chen's eyes, too terrible! 

 

Then, ye Chen looked down at the fallen Lu Changfeng and said, "now, do you believe I have the 

strength to break the ancient armor?" 

 

Originally, as a generation of Tianjiao Lu Changfeng, at the moment, it is dishevelled, like a beggar, 

embarrassed to the extreme! 


